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Explore these beings as part of you, as you represent the 
wholeness itself. You hold the whole cosmos within you.  

Challenge 1 

7 challenges with  
Become an oracle  

 
This deck gathers different realms of spirits in the same 
box. It symbolizes Unity, and understanding of the 
diversity that is the nature of the cosmos and universe!  
It helps you to tune to your intuition and develop your 
channelling capacities! How many times I have used it for 
healing readings, and it has proved to be helpful. It brings 
hope and another layer to tarot readings. 
It has magical energy! From the first edition, many clients 
have shared how they felt the energy of this deck and 
the magic and beauty it emanates. With this new edition, 
you will get more spirits and archetypes. 

 
 

Interacting with these cards will help you to develop your psychic abilities, get 
accurate guidance to have healthy relationships, heal, and manifest what your 
soul wants. With this workbook, I encourage you to work with the Become an 
Oracle in different ways, you will find prompts, ideas and inspirations to dig 

deeper. 
 
 

 

Explore the archetypes of the Oracle 
This project started with my own spirit allies and archetypes I worked with for many years, I wanted 
to have them always with me but also to show them to others and bring them to connect personally 
with them. Anastasia, the artist, with her sensitivity and sense of poetry understood the energy of 
these archetypes; each time I gave the title of the card with some information, she made many types 
of research, and came back to me often with confirmations or questions; more than a portrait or a 
drawing, she wanted to deliver the energy of the spirit or archetype, a vibration, and every time I felt 
she was making my allies alive through her drawings and the magic of watercolor.  

In order to enter in contact with these beings, you have to define what you believe in, 
what you consider a spirit or an archetype. 

In the beginning of times, there was a separation or an illusion of separation where the Wholeness 
had to be lived and experienced through different Unities of consciousness. 
These Units are not separate, they are all part of the same Diamant, yet we might see them as 
opposites or conflictual. However, by examining them closely you come to see their similarities and 
you may recognize yourself in some or all of them. 
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Challenge 2 

Challenge 3 

Challenge 4 

 
 

Make this deck your own 
Get to know your deck:  
Find the first week from the challenge Study your deck in 21 days in my 
book Tarot & Oracle 365 Day Challenge: For Busy Souls. 
 
Find it on the main page for free or order the book here 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

1. What are the different ways you can meet with its 
beings?  
You can meet these beings for example on the  

• Physical plane: connecting with the card, a statue, the temple of the deity, by eating food or 
consuming plants that related to them 

• Mental plane: studying about them and their myths, journaling, etc. 
• Spiritual plan: by making journeys and spiritual connection to them. 

This will help you to know more about ever archetype/being and to expand your learning capacities. 
 

2. For more profundity  
Identify allies you would like to explore in-depth or otherwise discover. Pick up a book or watch a 
documentary about him or her and then take meditation journeys to meet him or her personally. 
This exploration allows you to develop a profound link that can transform your life. This is what I’ve 
done with Roses and Flowers as they are my friends and I wanted to be them through my work at 
the Temple of Roses and plant shamanism.  
 

3. For a regular work 
Identify the allies you will work with each month; these allies will help you identify your orientation 
for each month and call on their help when needed.  
You can also choose them by kingdom by month: Fairy Kingdom, Angel Kingdom, etc. 
 
 
 
 

Find in the oracle the allies you have an affinity with  
• Choose 3 allies from the mind, those you are interested to know about them, or you have 

curiosity about their stories and teachings,  
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Challenge 5 with 3 spreads 

• Then, choose 3 allies from a heart level, these are allies that you feel attracted by them 
without explanation, when you see them, you feel the energy on your body, heat or cold, or 
an inner knowing of who they are 

Notice the difference between these allies that you have chosen? 
What do they teach you about the Mind Vs the Heart perspective?  
 
 

 
 

You have Magic in your cards 
You are invited to use your cards as a magical tool that has vibration and power, like a magical 
wand, a talisman, or a spell. 
Here is an example with 3 spreads:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPSabs4pRJU 
 

Spread 1 

 
Card 1: Cosmic 

influences 

 
Card 3: You as a 
Soul incarnated 

 
Card 2: Earth 

Influence 

 
Spread 2 

 
 

Card 1: You 

 
 

Card 2: Shield 

 
 

Card 3: Environment 

 
Spread 3  

  
Card 3: Mental body 

 

 
Card 2: Emotional body 

 
Card 1: Your core 

 
Card 4: Spiritual body 

  
Card 5: Physical body 
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Challenge 6 

Challenge 7 

Challenge 8 

 
 
 
 

Journaling about your “Becoming”: What are your 7?  
Pick a card for every 7 years you had and see how these cards/beings are related to your life events 
and teachings: 

• Card 1: 0 - 7 years 
• Card 2: 8 - 14 years 
• Card 3: 15 - 21 years 
• Card 4: 22- 28 years 
• Card 5: 29 - 35 years 
• Card 6: 36 - 42 years 
• Card 7: 43 - 49 years 
• etc. 

What are the deities telling you about what you became? What are/ere your strengths and 
weaknesses? How did you interact with the world? What did you learn about yourself? 
 
 
 
 

An Art Journey with Merlin 
Merlin is a great sage-wizard-mystic-visionary and spiritual teacher. He awakens the spark of magic within 
you, and he helps to see the bigger picture.  
He reminds us of our inner wisdom, our creativity, and our courage to manifest positive creations. 
This might be the time to manifest something you have been pondering for a long time. What is it that 
you wanted to do and have been waiting for a long time?  
In the next page, I invite you to redraw or color Merlin’s card while focusing your intention on what you 
would like to create. Notice if some emotion, thoughts or limiting beliefs arise, and create a conversation 
with Merlin in order to help you with this work. Find it bellow 
 
 
 
 

An Art Journey with Brigit – Find light again in the 
modern world 
I perceive the actual world as an illusion collapsing that was supported by lies and principles that do not 
sustain life, and thus they were meant to be destroyed. Yet, through all this chaos that we might witness 
and feel in our bodies and minds, something special stays and survives through the destruction: Light.   
Brigit, also called Brigantia (meaning the high one) in Celtic tradition, is the ancient goddess of the poetic 
arts, crafts, prophecy, and divination. She is also a solar goddess that brings light in the darkness. She 
helps us to find faith again in difficult situations and to understand the lesson hidden behind them.  
In the next page, I invite you to redraw or color Brigit’s card while focusing your intention on light. Notice 
if some emotion, thoughts arise, and create a conversation with Brigit in order to bring life where there is 
death and hope where there is despair. Call upon her to cultivate hope and to be a bridge of light for 
other people. Find it bellow 
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To go further 
Explore these courses and books 

 

 
 

 


